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to create the subnet information we need to specify a network address, a subnet mask and a broadcast
address. in this case we are setting a primary (subnet #0) network address of 192.168.1.0, a subnet mask of
255.255.0, and a broadcast address of 192. since we have a subnet network address of 192.0, we must also
specify the interface to use. the interface argument can be either a physical interface or a virtual interface. for
the purposes of this example, we will use the physical interface eth0. (other interface types include, but are
not limited to, ppp0, ppp1, etc.) now we come to the dynamic ip address. dynamic ip addresses are also
known as non-rfc 1918 ip addresses or private ip addresses. generally speaking, you would use this address
on a private or shared non-routable ip address. in this example we are specifying static ip address
192.168.1.10. ciscos asa 5506-x family supports dynamic ip, but unlike the asa 5505 that came before it, cisco
has taken a slightly different approach here. in the asa 5505 and previous devices, each port on the device
had to have a unique, static, rfc 1918 address. in the last configuration dialog box, choose the type of secure
ftp server to be installed. the first example is an ftp server. the second example shows how to deploy a secure
http server. before you proceed with the installation, you must perform the following tasks: install the ftp-
srv-1.2.4 software on the active directory domain controller machine to which the asa must be a member
install the ftp-srv-2.0 software on the active directory domain controller machine to which the asa must be a
member install the ftp-srv-4.0 software on the active directory domain controller machine to which the asa
must be a member
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now, do the same for the asa 5506-x. cisco has a page dedicated to that device. it lists its various software
versions, download links, and links to the latest hotfix. from there, you can grab your flavor. you can see by
the setup output in example 2-17 that the asa is getting its software from the http server. the 5500 software

bundle is delivered in the form of an archive, and the asa first unpacks and then downloads all of the
components. after the configuration is complete, the software and its components are extracted. then the asa
checks for the existence of any previously downloaded software, and if so, all components are re-downloaded.
step 1. connect the asa to your home network and get it up and running. if youre prompted for an ip address,
use the preferred network settings for both the asa and the cisco internetwork operating system (ios). from

the output in example 2-20, you can see that the asa has a version of the software that is greater than the one
installed previously. the software checks first for a newer version of the boot image that is automatically

downloaded. if the download fails, then the old boot image is selected, and the cisco asa 5506-x continues to
download the new software. with ftd installed on the asa, we are going to reset it back to factory defaults. this
will reset all the settings and revert the asa to its default configuration. it is good practice to do this when you

do a clean install to start off with a known baseline. because this is a new device, we also need to create a
user, adminadmin123. this is not the typical ftd/nms user, but a unique user with different permissions. this

will be the user that gets access to the firepower management center. 5ec8ef588b
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